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Software versions

200 k B0 → J/Ks events generated:

First introduction of the VXD hits: r14967 (20/01/2015) 

Recent release: r16924 (04/04/2015)

Different behaviour from different releases in the last 3 months

[ERROR] Uncaught exception encountered: Out-of-range access in 
StoreArray::operator[], for array 'TrackFitResults' (durability: event), index -1  { module: 
ParticleLoader_K_S0 }

Ks loading using a recent release doesn't work for events generated with r14967:

New release produces a 30.7% higher efficiency. 
Maybe Due to new Ks reconstruction/selection
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Used rave release 0.6.16: present version in the externals
Release 0.6.21 available: 

no differences in performances
To be checked if it solves the memory leak



  

J/ → SVN r14967 (20/01/2015)
All events                                              both with at least one PXD hit         

Efficiency = 73.7 %
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J/ → SVN r16924 (04/04/2015)

Efficiency = 92.9 %

All events                                              both with at least one PXD hit         
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Rave: Adaptive Vertex Fitter

Minimization of the weighted least sum of squares

Weight

square of the 
standardized residual

“temperature” parameter
 “softness” of the weight function

cutoff parameter

in each iteration step 
the temperature parameter is lowered

0<r<1

Down-weights outliers dynamically, instead of using hard cutoffs (important for 3+ track vertices).

Journal of Physics G, 34:N343–N356, 2007. 
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Using all tracks except 
the ones from Ks



  

Tag side vertex resolution 
SVN r14967 SVN r16924 
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t resolution 
SVN r14967 

Belle
Shift = 0.2 ps
Resolution = 0.92 ps

SVN r16924 
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CPV measurements in D mesons 

No coherent production of the D0 – D0 state
flavour tagging with D+ → D0 + decays

Removal of D from B decays (p* cut):
reduce combinatoric background
allows to assume that D* are produced at the interaction 
point

precise reconstruction of decay and production vertices 
required for time-dependent analyses

Flight time
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Proper time & proper time error 
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Proper time resolution 
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Outlook 

New tracking provides better vertexing performance

t distribution better than Belle (considering the lower boost)

Important improvement in charm physics too.

Still a shift in J/ →   vertex fit

Rave needs further development:

Memory leak: test release 0.6.21

More than one instance at the same time

Kinematic vertex fit:

Daughters update

Multi-constrained fit

Decay tree fit 
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